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CEF Level
Young 

Learners 
English

General English Academic English Business English
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Specific
Purposes

Main Suite IELTS
(International English 

Testing System) 
General Training and 
Academic Modules

Business English 
Certificates

BULATS
(Business

Language Testing 
Service)

ILEC
(International
Legal English 
Certificate)

C2 CPE
(Certificate of 

Proficiency in English)

Band Score 7.5+ 5

C1 CAE
(Certificate in 

Advanced English)

Band Score 6.5–7.0 BEC Higher 4 ILEC

B2 FCE
(First Certificate in English)

Band Score 5.0–6.0 BEC Vantage 3 ILEC

B1 PET
(Preliminary English Test)

Band Score
3.5–4.5

BEC Preliminary 2

A2 Flyers KET
(Key English Test)

Band Score 3.0 1

A1 Movers 0

Starters

Cambridge University Press is the only official publisher of exam papers from Cambridge ESOL. 
Each set of exam papers we publish contains four complete exam papers. Starters, Movers and Flyers each contain three complete exam papers

NEW NEW

Updated First Certificate and 
CAE exams!
Please note that from December 2008 the 

Cambridge First Certificate and Cambridge 

Certificate in Advanced English exams are 

being updated. Cambridge University Press 

currently publishes material for the existing 

exam formats and the updated exam formats.  

For further details about the changes, see the 

Cambridge ESOL website:

www.cambridgeesol.org

NEW NEW
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Common mistakes …
Based on an analysis of thousands of real Cambridge ESOL
examination papers in the Cambridge Learner Corpus, these 
books are the only ones able to draw on this unique resource to 
highlight the typical mistakes learners make in the Cambridge
ESOL exams. Each unit focuses on a key problem area. Clear 
explanations, varied exam-style exercises and regular tests help 
learners get it right!

A1-C2
  

Published in collaboration with Cambridge ESOL

The TKT Course
Mary Spratt, Alan Pulverness and 
Melanie Williams

This is the teacher training course for teachers and 
trainee teachers preparing for the Cambridge ESOL 
‘Teaching Knowledge Test’ or other initial teacher 
training qualifications. 

Key features
• Written by a team of experienced TKT writers in 

collaboration with Cambridge ESOL.
• ELT terms and concepts are clearly explained for 

non-specialist teachers.
• Model practice tests help candidates become 

familiar with the format and style of the TKT.
• Full answer key makes it perfect for self-study.
• Methodology section with practice tests in one 

volume provides a comprehensive package for 
TKT candidates.

B1

Student’s Book 978-0-521-60992-0

www.cambridge.org/elt/tkt

Published in collaboration with Cambridge ESOL

The CELTA Course
Certificate in English Language Teaching to 
Adults

Scott Thornbury and Peter Watkins
PRE/IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

This is the only published CELTA preparation course 
available, and the only course endorsed by Cambridge 
ESOL.

The course is divided into four main input sections:

• The learners and their contexts 
• Classroom teaching
• Language awareness 
• Professional development. 

The Cambridge Learner Corpus
The Cambridge Learner Corpus, part of the Cambridge International Corpus, has been developed by Cambridge University Press with 
Cambridge ESOL. It is a collection of over 30 million words taken from real exam papers written by students taking Cambridge ESOL exams 
worldwide.

Uniquely, the mistakes in the student exam scripts contained in the Cambridge Learner Corpus are marked up with a special system of error 
coding which means that we can see which words, grammar patterns, or structures cause the most problems and produce the most errors in 
learner English. The error coding system shows us, for example, typical mistakes made by students at any particular exam level. This information 
helps to inform our dictionaries and course books. The books in the Common Mistakes series are based on the Cambridge Learner Corpus
and highlight common mistakes made by real students; each unit focuses on a key problem area.

Common mistakes at KET … and how to 
avoid them
Liz Driscoll

ELEMENTARY TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Paperback 978-0-521-69248-9

Common mistakes at PET … and how to 
avoid them
Liz Driscoll

PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Paperback 978-0-521-60684-4

Common mistakes at First Certificate … 
and how to avoid them
Susanne Tayfoor

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Paperback 978-0-521-52062-1

Don't take our word for it!

It’s all in the title! 
Worthwhile for all 

intermediate students and 
especially those taking this exam.
Pete Sharma, EL Gazette online, United Kingdom

Common mistakes at CAE … and how to 
avoid them
Debra Powell

ADVANCED

Paperback 978-0-521-60377-5

Common mistakes at Proficiency … and 
how to avoid them
Julie Moore

PROFICIENCY

Paperback 978-0-521-60683-7

Common mistakes at IELTS … and how to 
avoid them
INTERMEDIATE Pauline Cullen

ADVANCED Julie Moore

Intermediate
Paperback 978-0-521-69246-5

Advanced
Paperback 978-0-521-69247-2

www.cambridge.org/elt/
commonmistakes

The Trainee Book has a ‘Resource file’ containing a 
bank of material for newly qualified teachers.

www.cambridge.org/elt/celta

NEW

Self-Study

You’ll like The CELTA Course
because …

Trainers can …

• find suggestions in the Trainer’s Manual
on how to arrange sessions using the 
Trainee Book.

• be confident the content is appropriate as it is 
written in collaboration with Cambridge ESOL.

Trainees can …

• find advice about the CELTA, along with a 
wealth of useful reference material.

• use the course as a reference during training, 
and a permanent record for use after the course.

C1-C2

Trainee Book 978-0-521-69206-9
Trainer’s Manual 978-0-521-69207-6

Self-study

Self-study
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Cambridge Young
Learners English Tests
Second edition

BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY

For the updated 2007 test

These practice tests from Cambridge ESOL are 
designed to evaluate the English level of primary 
learners aged 7–12. They provide the first step 
towards the Cambridge ESOL main suite exams (e.g. 
KET, PET and FCE). There are five sets of tests for each 
of the three levels: Cambridge Starters, Cambridge 
Movers and Cambridge Flyers. 

The new editions of sets 1–4 have been thoroughly 
updated by Cambridge ESOL to reflect the 2007 test 
changes while Cambridge Young Learners English 
Tests 5 consists of 100% new material. 

Each set contains three full-colour tests, an Audio 
Cassette/CD, and an Answer Booklet.

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests 1 Second edition

Starters 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69336-3
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69337-0
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69338-7
Audio CD 978-0-521-69339-4

Movers 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69340-0
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69341-7
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69342-4
Audio CD 978-0-521-69343-1

Flyers 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69344-8
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69345-5
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69346-2
Audio CD 978-0-521-69347-9

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests 2 Second edition

Starters 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69348-6
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69349-3
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69350-9
Audio CD 978-0-521-69351-6

Movers 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69352-3
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69353-0
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69354-7
Audio CD 978-0-521-69355-4

Flyers 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69356-1
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69357-8
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69358-5
Audio CD 978-0-521-69359-2

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests 3 Second edition

Starters 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69360-8
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69361-5
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69362-2
Audio CD 978-0-521-69363-9

Movers 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69368-4
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69365-3
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69366-0
Audio CD 978-0-521-69367-7

Flyers 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69364-6
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69369-1
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69371-4
Audio CD 978-0-521-69396-7

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests 4 Second edition

Starters 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69397-4
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69398-1
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69399-8
Audio CD 978-0-521-69400-1

Movers 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69401-8
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69402-5
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69403-2
Audio CD 978-0-521-69404-9

Flyers 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69405-6
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69406-3
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69407-0
Audio CD 978-0-521-69408-7

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests 5  NEW

Starters
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69324-0
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69325-7
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69326-4
Audio CD 978-0-521-69327-1

Movers
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69328-8
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69329-5
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69330-1
Audio CD 978-0-521-69331-8

Flyers
Student’s Book 978-0-521-69332-5
Answer Booklet 978-0-521-69333-2
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-69334-9
Audio CD 978-0-521-69335-6

Fun for Starters, 
Movers and Flyers
Anne Robinson
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY

This series provides full-colour preparation material 
for the 2007 updated Cambridge Young Learners 
English Tests. Fun activities are balanced with exam-
style questions to practise all areas of the syllabus.

Objective KET
Annette Capel and 
Wendy Sharp
ELEMENTARY

Objective KET offers students 
complete preparation for the 
Cambridge Key English Test.

Key features
• 10 ‘Exam folders’ cover each exam task in depth 

and provide practical advice.
• 5 ‘Writing folders’ give practice in exam tasks to 

help students maximise exam success.
• Ready-to-use Teacher’s Book activities save 

teachers time and make the book even more 
user-friendly.

A2
  

Student’s Book 978-0-521-54149-7
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-54150-3
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-54151-0
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-54152-7
Workbook 978-0-521-61994-3
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-61995-0

Starters
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61358-3
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-61359-0
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-61360-6
Audio CD 978-0-521-61361-3

Movers
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61362-0
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-61363-7
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-61364-4
Audio CD 978-0-521-61365-1

Flyers
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61366-8
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-61367-5
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-61368-2
Audio CD 978-0-521-61369-9

Official Examination Papers from Cambridge ESOL

NEW

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

A1-A2

A1-A2You’ll like Fun for Starters, 
Movers and Flyers because …

Teachers can …

• use short units to present the material in a 
motivating and easy-to-use way. Each unit forms 
the basis of a 45–60 minute lesson.

• find creative teaching tips, photocopiable 
activities and a full photocopiable practice test 
in the Teacher’s Book.

• be confident the test preparation provides 
complete coverage of the updated Cambridge 
Young Learners grammar and vocabulary.

Students can …

• focus on areas most likely to cause problems for 
young learners at these levels.

• use the unit-by-unit wordlists as an easy 
reference for vocabulary learning.
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Cambridge Key English Test
ELEMENTARY

Four books of practice tests are available for the KET 
exam. Each contains four sets of exam papers from 
Cambridge ESOL.

Student’s Books are available with or without 
answers.

A Self-study Pack, consisting of Student’s Book with 
answers and two Audio CDs, is also available.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

A2

Cambridge Key English Test 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-52807-8
Student’s Book with Answers 978-0-521-52808-5
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-52809-2
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-52810-8
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-52811-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-60388-1

Cambridge Key English Test 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-52812-2
Student’s Book with Answers 978-0-521-52813-9
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-52814-6
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-52815-3
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-52816-0
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-60389-8

Cambridge Key English Test 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75478-1
Student’s Book with Answers 978-0-521-75479-8
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75480-4
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-75481-1
Audio CD 978-0-521-75482-8
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-60390-4

Cambridge Key English Test 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-67081-4
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-67082-1
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-67085-2
Audio CD 978-0-521-67084-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-67083-8

Cambridge Key English
Test Extra
ELEMENTARY

Practice tests with tips and CD-ROM. 

Cambridge Key English Test Extra provides four official 
past papers from Cambridge ESOL, plus a free CD-
ROM, a useful exam overview and helpful guidance 
on tackling each part of each paper. It can be used in 
the classroom or for self-study. 

Cambridge Preliminary 
English Test Extra
PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Practice tests with tips and CD-ROM. 

Cambridge Preliminary English Test Extra provides
four official past papers from Cambridge ESOL, plus 
a useful exam overview and helpful guidance on 
tackling each part of each paper. It can be used in the 
classroom or for self-study. 

Official Examination Papers from Cambridge ESOL

Cambridge University Press is the 
only official publisher of exam 
papers from Cambridge ESOL.

Books displaying this symbol are informed 
by the Cambridge International Corpus – see 
inside back cover

Cambridge Preliminary 
English Test
PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Three books of practice tests are available for the PET 
exam. Each contains four sets of exam papers from 
Cambridge ESOL.

Student’s Books are available with or without answers.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

B1
  

Cambridge Preliminary English Test 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75466-8
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75467-5
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75468-2
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75469-9
Audio CD 978-0-521-75470-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers and Audio CD)

978-0-521-75471-2

Cambridge Preliminary English Test 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75472-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75473-6

Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75474-3
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75475-0
Audio CD 978-0-521-75476-7
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-75477-4

Cambridge Preliminary English Test 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75527-6
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75528-3
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75529-0
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75530-6
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75531-3
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75532-0

Cambridge Preliminary English Test 5  NEW
Student’s Book 978-0-521-71437-2
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-71438-9
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71440-2
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71439-6

You’ll like Cambridge Key 
English Test Extra because …

Students can …

• practise the computer-based test by using the 
FREE accompanying CD-ROM.

• avoid common pitfalls by extra analysis of right 
and wrong answers.

• boost their confidence and increase their 
chances of exam success with extra exam tips 
on each part of the paper.

• work partly or entirely alone using tapescripts, 
answers, models and samples for the Writing 
tasks.

• use the helpful overview to see at a glance how 
the KET exam is structured. 

• practise transferring their answers with 
photocopiable answer sheets.

A2
  

Student’s Book 978-0-521-71433-4
Student’s Book with answers and CD-ROM 978-0-521-71434-1
Audio CD 978-0-521-71436-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

Audio CD and CD-ROM) 978-0-521-71435-8

You’ll like Cambridge
Preliminary English Test Extra 
because …

Students can …

• practise the computer-based test by using the 
FREE accompanying CD-ROM.

• avoid common pitfalls by extra analysis of right 
and wrong answers.

• boost their confidence and increase their 
chances of exam success with extra exam tips 
on each part of the paper.

• work partly or entirely on their own using 
tapescripts, answers, models and samples for 
the Writing tasks.

• use the helpful overview to see at a glance how 
the PET exam is structured. 

• practise transferring their answers with 
photocopiable answer sheets.

B1
  

Student’s Book 978-0-521-67667-0
Student’s Book with answers and CD-ROM 978-0-521-67668-7
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-67669-4
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and CD-ROM and Audio CD Set) 978-0-521-67670-0

NEW

Self-study Self-study

Self-study

Self-study

NEW
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Objective PET
Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE

This easy-to-use course combines thorough and 
systematic exam preparation while improving 
students’ overall language level.

Cambridge Grammar for PET
Grammar reference and practice

Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas
PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge Grammar for PET provides complete 
coverage of the grammar needed for the Cambridge 
PET exam, and develops listening skills at the same 
time.

It includes the full range of PET exam tasks from the 
Reading, Writing and Listening papers, and contains 
helpful grammar explanations and a grammar 
glossary.

Key features
• Presents grammar through listening material 

which adds interest and aids understanding 
of the grammar while also improving listening 
skills.

• Contains clear and reliable grammar 
explanations with lots of examples making it 
ideal for learning new grammar points or for use 
as a reference.

• Practises a range of PET exam tasks from 
Reading, Writing and Listening papers providing 
exam preparation.

• Each exam practice section has a ‘Grammar 
focus’ task which connects the grammar studied 
to the whole exam.

• Includes a helpful grammar glossary where 
difficult grammatical language is explained 
simply.

Don't take our word for it!

It is excellent! I am 
especially thrilled with 

the listening content. An
interesting and certainly effective 
approach!
Annina Hanny, Switzerland

B1

Edition without answers 978-0-521-60121-4
Edition with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-60120-7

Instant PET
Ready-to-use tasks and activities

Martyn Ford
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE

A photocopiable resource packed with a variety of 
ready-to-use PET-level activities and exam practice 
tasks with tips, making it ideal for PET candidates and 
general English learners alike. The book is organised 
by paper type, giving teachers a flexible resource that 
they can tailor to their students’ specific needs.

B1
  

Book 978-0-521-61123-7
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-61125-1
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-61126-8
Book and Audio CDs (2) Pack 978-0-521-61124-4

Cambridge Vocabulary for PET
Sue Ireland and Joanna Kosta
PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge Vocabulary for PET covers all the 
vocabulary needed for the PET exam. It also provides 
students with practice of exam tasks from the 
Reading, Writing and Listening papers. 

It includes useful tips on how to approach exam tasks 
and learn vocabulary. It is informed by the Cambridge 
International Corpus and the Cambridge Learner 
Corpus to ensure that the vocabulary is presented in 
genuine contexts and covers real learner errors.

B1
  

Edition with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-70821-0
Edition without answers 978-0-521-70822-7

Cambridge University Press is the 
only official publisher of exam 
papers from Cambridge ESOL.

You’ll like Objective PET
because …

Teachers can …

• provide a fun, fast-paced approach to learning 
working through the 30 short units.

• find time-saving ideas, regular progress tests 
and a bank of supplementary photocopiable 
material in the Teacher’s Book.

Students can …

• develop the full range of writing skills needed 
for the PET exam with the ‘Writing folders’.

• get helpful advice on each part of the exam 
with the ‘Exam folders’.

• regularly recycle grammar and vocabulary in the 
revision units.

B1

Student’s Book 978-0-521-80578-0
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-80579-7
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-80581-0
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-67881-0
Workbook 978-0-521-80580-3
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-01017-7
Greek Companion 978-0-521-60104-7
Greek Companion Answer Key 978-0-521-60105-4

Insight into PET
Helen Naylor and Stuart Hagger
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE

Insight into PET is a short course which prepares 
candidates for the PET examination. Organised 
paper by paper, this course combines thorough exam 
coverage with snappy units to give students a clear 
sense of progress and achievement. Supplementary 
activities for the classroom or self-study are included, 
providing the flexibility to extend lessons and take 
the headache out of homework planning.

Key features
• Covers essential exam skills and language 

in approximately 50 hours’ teaching time, to 
prepare students quickly for the updated exam.

• Builds up exam skills and language logically and 
thoroughly, giving candidates the real confidence 
and know-how to tackle PET material.

• Includes integrated exam practice for all parts of 
the PET as well as one complete practice test.

• Features a ‘Grammar File’ with clear 
explanations and examples as well as additional 
practice of essential PET-level grammar.

B1

Student’s Book 978-0-521-52754-5
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-52755-2
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-52756-9
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-52757-6

Self-study

Self-study

NEW
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Complete First Certificate
Guy Brook-Hart
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Complete First Certificate is a brand new 
preparation course for the updated 2008 
Cambridge First Certificate in English exam. The 
course is topic-based and covers every part of the 
First Certificate exam. 

You’ll like Complete First 
Certificate because …

Teachers can …

• be sure the course focuses on the real challenges 
students face at First Certificate. It is informed by 
the Cambridge Learner Corpus, which highlights 
typical mistakes made by First Certificate 
candidates.

• find lots of opportunities for consolidation and 
extension and save time with extra photocopiable 
resources such as tests and activities in the 
Teacher’s Book.

Students can …

• get the most authentic practice available with a 
complete practice exam written by Cambridge 
ESOL to the specifications of the updated 2008 
First Certificate exam.

• focus on areas of difficulty and work at their own 
pace with the FREE interactive CD-ROM.

B2
    

Student’s Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-69825-2
Student’s Book with answers and CD-ROM 978-0-521-69826-9
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-69828-3
Class Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-69830-6
Student’s Book Pack (Student’s Book with 
answers, CD-ROM and Class Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-69827-6
Workbook with Audio CD 978-0-521-69831-3
Workbook with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-69832-0

Objective First Certificate
Second edition

Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

A new Objective! Objective First Certificate
has been updated to prepare students for the 
new examination syllabus to be introduced in 
December 2008. A clear organisation and fresh 
approach have already made it a popular route to 
success at First Certificate.

You’ll like Objective First 
Certificate Second edition
because …

Teachers can …

• have every confidence in using the course. It is 
written by experienced authors with in-depth 
knowledge of the exam.

• use the 30 short units to provide thorough training 
in exam skills, solid language development, and 
lively class discussion.

• measure students’ progress and recycle grammar 
and vocabulary in the regular revision units.

Students can …

• be sure the course is presenting the most 
authentic, up-to-date language, informed by the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus. It also highlights typical 
mistakes made by First Certificate candidates.

• develop the full range of writing skills needed for 
the FCE exam with the ‘Writing folders’.

• familiarise themselves with exam type tasks and 
get helpful advice with the ‘Exam folders’.

• get all the extra explanations and examples they 
need from the ‘Grammar folder’.

B2
    

Student’s Book 978-0-521-70063-4
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-70064-1
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-70065-8
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-70069-6
Workbook 978-0-521-70066-5
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-70067-2

NEW

Updated First Certificate exam!
Please note that from December 2008 the 
Cambridge First Certificate exam is being updated. 
Cambridge University Press currently publishes 
material for both the existing exam format and the 
updated exam format. For further details about the 
changes, see the Cambridge ESOL website:
www.cambridgeesol.org

Cambridge Grammar for 
First Certificate
Second edition

Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This book provides complete coverage of the 
grammar needed for the Cambridge FCE exam, 
and develops listening skills at the same time. 

It includes the full range of FCE exam tasks 
from the Reading, Writing, Listening and Use of 
English papers, and contains helpful grammar 
explanations and a grammar glossary.

It has been fully updated for the exam to be 
introduced in December 2008.

B2
  

Edition with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-69087-4
Edition without answers 978-0-521-69104-8

Cambridge Vocabulary for 
First Certificate
Barbara Thomas and Laura Matthews
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge Vocabulary for First Certificate covers 
the vocabulary needed for the First Certificate 
Exam. It provides students with practice of exam 
tasks from the Reading, Writing, Listening and Use 
of English papers. 

It includes useful tips on how to approach exam 
tasks and learn vocabulary. It is informed by 
the Cambridge International Corpus and the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus to ensure that the 
vocabulary is presented in genuine contexts and 
covers real learner errors. Suitable for the updated 
exam.

B2
  

Edition with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-69799-6
Edition without answers 978-0-521-69800-9

NEW

Books displaying this symbol are informed 
by the Cambridge International Corpus – see 
inside back cover

UPDATED EXAM
UPDATED EXAM

UPDATED EXAM

UPDATED EXAM

NEW

Self-study

Self-study

NEW
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Making Progress to 
First Certificate
A pre-FCE course

Leo Jones
INTERMEDIATE

The gap between intermediate level English and 
the Cambridge First Certificate examination can be 
a challenge to bridge. This book provides that vital 
language boost, as well as a gentle introduction to 
FCE exam-type tasks. Written for teenagers, the book 
covers the essential FCE exam skills at a lower level 
than an FCE preparation course.

Key features
• 25 short topic-based units keep students 

motivated and create a sense of progress.
• An introduction to skills students will need in the 

exam at an appropriate language level.
• Grammar reference section at the back of the 

book and thorough grammar practice.
• An abundance of exercises and puzzles 

introducing and practising new vocabulary.

B1-B2

Student’s Book 978-0-521-53702-5
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-53703-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-53704-9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-53707-0
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-53708-7
Workbook 978-0-521-53705-6
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-53706-3
Greek Companion 978-0-521-54855-7
Greek Companion Answer Key 978-0-521-54856-4

www.cambridge.org/elt/makingprogress

Cambridge First Certificate in 
English
Paul Carne, Louise Hashemi and 
Barbara Thomas
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge First Certificate
in English for updated 
exam
Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

New Progress to 
First Certificate
Leo Jones
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This clear and colourful course prepares students for 
the Cambridge First Certificate exam. It contains 20 
units covering a range of interesting topics which 
are likely to come up in the exam, and provides a 
comprehensive vocabulary syllabus emphasising 
word-building and idioms.

The Self-study Student's Book also includes an answer 
key and tapescripts, study tips, and an at-a-glance 
guide to the FCE exam.

Can be used by First Certificate candidates until June 
2008.

Key features
• ‘Exam techniques’ sections which become more 

prominent as students progress towards the 
exam.

• A ‘Communication activities’ appendix offering 
a variety of fun tasks in which to practice real 
conversations.

• A ‘Grammar reference’ appendix focusing on 
particular areas of difficulty.

B2

Student’s Book 978-0-521-49985-9
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-49988-0
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-49986-6
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-49987-3
Workbook 978-0-521-77426-0
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-77425-3
Workbook Audio Cassette 978-0-521-77424-6
Workbook Self-study Pack 978-0-521-79764-1

Objective First Certificate
Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Popular exam preparation course which can be used 
by First Certificate candidates until June 2008.

Student’s Book 978-0-521-62576-0
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-79857-0
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-62575-3
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-62573-9
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-67880-3
Workbook 978-0-521-62574-6
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-77801-5

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Two books of practice tests are available for the 
updated First Certificate exam to be introduced 
in December 2008 and each contains four sets of 
exam papers.

Student’s Books are available with or without 
answers.

B2

Cambridge First Certificate in English 1 for updated 
exam

Student’s Book 978-0-521-71444-0
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-71450-1
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71452-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 
and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-71451-8

Cambridge First Certificate in English 2 for updated 
exam

Student’s Book 978-0-521-71453-2
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-71454-9
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71456-3
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 
and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-71455-6

Books 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7: 
Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

Seven books of practice tests are available to prepare 
for the First Certificate exam until June 2008. Each 
contains four sets of exam papers.

A Self-study Pack consisting of Student’s Book with 
answers and Audio CD is also available for books 5, 
6 and 7.

Student’s Books are available with or without answers.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

B2

Cambridge First Certificate in English 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-49895-1
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-49896-8
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-49897-5
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-49898-2

Cambridge First Certificate in English 1 and 2 combined
Student’s Book 978-0-521-77422-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-77423-9

Cambridge First Certificate in English 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-49899-9
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-49900-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-49901-9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-49902-6

Cambridge First Certificate in English 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-58726-6
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79771-9
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-58725-9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-58724-2

Cambridge First Certificate in English 3 and 4 combined
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75088-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75089-9

Cambridge First Certificate in English 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-64640-6
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79770-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-64639-0
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-64638-3

Cambridge First Certificate in English 5
Student’s Book 978-0-521-79916-4
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79917-1
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-79918-8
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-79919-5
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75091-2
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-75090-5

Cambridge First Certificate in English 6
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75443-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75444-6
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75446-0
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75447-7
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75448-4
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-75445-3

Cambridge First Certificate in English 7
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61158-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-61159-6
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-61163-3
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-61162-6
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-61161-9

UPDATED EXAM

Cambridge University Press is the 
only official publisher of exam 
papers from Cambridge ESOL.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

Self-study
Self-study

NEW
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Objective CAE
Second edition

Felicity O’Dell and Annie Broadhead
ADVANCED

A new objective! This popular CAE course 
has been updated to prepare students for the 
new examination syllabus to be introduced in 
December 2008. 

You’ll like Objective CAE Second 
edition because …

Teachers can …

• have every confidence in using the course. It is 
written by experienced authors who have an in-
depth knowledge of the CAE exam.

• use the 30 short units to provide thorough training 
in exam skills, solid language development, and 
lively class discussion.

• measure students’ progress and recycle grammar 
and vocabulary in the regular revision units.

• illustrate a wide range of real English usage with 
authentic language examples drawn from the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus. 

Students can …

• be sure the course is presenting the most 
authentic, up-to-date language, informed by the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus.

• develop the full range of writing skills needed for 
the CAE exam with the ‘Writing folders’.

• familiarise themselves with exam type tasks and 
get helpful advice for each part of the exam with 
the ‘Exam folders’.

• get all the extra explanations and examples they 
need from the ‘Grammar folder’.

C1
  

Student’s Book 978-0-521-70056-6
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-70057-3
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-70058-0
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-70062-7
Workbook 978-0-521-70059-7
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-70060-3

Cambridge Certificate
in Advanced English for 
updated exam

Cambridge Certificate in 
Advanced English

Objective CAE
Felicity O’Dell and Annie Broadhead

ADVANCED

Popular exam preparation course which can be used 
by CAE candidates until June 2008.

C1

Student’s Book 978-0-521-79992-8
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-79991-1
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-79990-4
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-79989-8
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-67882-7
Workbook 978-0-521-79988-1
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-00787-0

Updated CAE exam!
Please note that from December 2008 the 
Cambridge CAE exam is being updated.  
Cambridge University Press currently publishes 
material for both the existing exam format and the 
updated exam format. For further details about the 
changes, see the Cambridge ESOL website:
www.cambridgeesol.org

Two books of practice tests are available for the 
updated CAE exam to be introduced in December 
2008, each containing four sets of exam papers.

Student’s Books are available with or without 
answers.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

C1

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 1 for 
updated exam

Student’s Book 978-0-521-71441-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-71442-6
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71445-7
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 
and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-71443-3

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 2 for 
updated exam

Student’s Book 978-0-521-71446-4
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-71447-1
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-71449-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 
and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-71448-8

Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

ADVANCED

Four books of practice tests are available to prepare 
for the CAE exam until June 2008. Each contains four 
sets of exam papers.

Student’s Books are available with or without 
answers.

Self-study Packs consisting of Student’s Book with 
answers and two Audio CDs are available for books 
4,5 and 6.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

C1
  

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-79766-5
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79767-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-79768-9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-79769-6

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-65651-1
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79765-8
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-65652-8
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-65653-5
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75093-6
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-75092-9

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 5
Student’s Book 978-0-521-75442-2
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75437-8
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75439-2
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75440-8
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75441-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-75438-5

Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 6 
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61372-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-61373-6
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-61376-7
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-61377-4
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-61374-3

Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

Books displaying this symbol are informed 
by the Cambridge International Corpus – see 
inside back cover

UPDATED EXAM

UPDATED EXAMSelf-study
Self-study

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Objective Proficiency
Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp
PROFICIENCY

This course contains 20 short units providing a wide 
range of challenging topics and offering lively yet 
systematic preparation for the Proficiency exam. 10 
lessons focus on the Paper 3 summary task, building 
up appropriate skills gradually. Authentic language 
examples taken from the Cambridge International 
Corpus illustrate a wide range of real English usage. 

The course is written by experienced authors who 
have an in-depth knowledge of the Proficiency exam, 
and contains material informed by the Cambridge 
Learner Corpus which shows typical mistakes and 
areas of difficulty for candidates at Proficiency level.

• Short units give a sense of progress and cover a 
wide range of topics.

• ‘Writing folders’ develop the full range of writing 
skills needed for the Proficiency exam.

• ‘Exam folders’ familiarise candidates with exam 
type tasks and provide helpful advice for each 
part of the exam.

• Regular revision units measure students’ 
progress and recycle grammar and vocabulary.

• Typical mistakes made by Proficiency candidates 
are highlighted. These are drawn from the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus.

C2
    

Student’s Book 978-0-521-00030-7
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-00031-4
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-00034-5
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-00035-2
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-67883-4
Workbook 978-0-521-00032-1
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-00033-8

New Progress to Proficiency
Leo Jones
PROFICIENCY

This popular course combines systematic preparation 
for all five papers of the Proficiency exam with a tried 
and tested approach. There are 18 units containing 
clearly defined skills sections with a strong emphasis 
on vocabulary.

The self-study edition comes with an answer key, 
explanations, model answers, and exam tips.

Key features
• Regular exercises on idioms, phrasal verbs, and 

collocations.
• Authentic interviews with people from a range 

of different backgrounds.
• Texts selected for interest and topicality so that 

learning becomes a pleasure.
• Plenty of practice in exam-style tasks for all five 

papers of the exam.

C2

Student’s Book 978-0-521-63553-0
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-00789-4
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-63552-3
Audio Cassettes (3) 978-0-521-63551-6

Cambridge Certificate of 
Proficiency in English

PROFICIENCY

Five books of practice tests are available for the 
Proficiency exam, each containing four sets of exam 
papers from Cambridge ESOL. Student’s Books are 
available with or without answers.

A Self-study Pack consisting of Student’s Book with 
answers and 2 Audio CDs is also available.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

C2

Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-79993-5
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-79994-2
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-79995-9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-79996-6
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-00991-1
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-00992-8

Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-01168-6
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-75109-4
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-75107-0
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-75106-3
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-75105-6
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-75104-9
Student’s Book with entry test* 978-0-521-75108-7

Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-54385-9
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-54386-6
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-54387-3
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-54388-0
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-54389-7
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-54391-0
Student’s Book with entry test* 978-0-521-54390-3

Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 4
Student’s Book 978-0-521-61151-0
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-61152-7
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-61155-8
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-61156-5
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-61157-2
Student’s Book with entry test* 978-0-521-61153-4

Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 5
Student’s Book 978-0-521-67274-0
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-67275-7
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-67277-1
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-67278-8
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-67279-5

* Available in limited markets only.

Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

Cambridge University Press is the 
only official publisher of exam 
papers from Cambridge ESOL.

Books displaying this symbol are informed 
by the Cambridge International Corpus – see 
inside back cover

Self-study
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Objective IELTS
An IELTS preparation course in two levels

Annette Capel, Wendy Sharp and Michael Black
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE BAND 5.0 – 6.0
ADVANCED BAND 6.0 – 7.0

(60 – 80 hours / 2 levels)

Objective IELTS is a two-level IELTS preparation 
course providing comprehensive training for both 
the Academic and the General Training modules. The 
course is uniquely informed by the Cambridge Learner 
Corpus, using analysis of mistakes made in real 
IELTS candidate papers, and the Cambridge Corpus 
of Academic English for guidance on appropriate 
academic style.

The two levels of Objective IELTS can be used on their 
own or consecutively, so that lower-level students 
requiring a high band score can start preparing early.

CD-ROM
A comprehensive CD-ROM is FREE with the Student’s 
Book for each level. Each CD-ROM provides up to 20 
hours’ extra IELTS skills practice covering listening 
practice activities with tapescripts, reading texts 
with comprehension activities, speaking and writing 
training exercises, in addition to extra practice of 
grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation.

The CD-ROM does not include the audio recordings 
for listening tasks in the Students' Book.

The CD-ROM means students can …
• improve their pronunciation with an interactive 

phonemic chart and voice recording function.
• correct their own mistakes with the two-stage 

checking process for each question.
• see how many exercises they have completed 

and check their scores in the ‘My progress’ 
section.

• look up meanings of words and check 
pronunciation with the ‘Word list’.

• check grammar rules in the ‘Grammar folder’. 
Both this and the ‘Word list’ can be personalised 
with students' own notes.

B1-C1
      

Intermediate
Student’s Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-60882-4
Self-study Student’s Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-60885-5
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-60872-5
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-60881-7
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-60880-0
Workbook 978-0-521-60873-2
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-60874-9

Advanced
Student’s Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-60884-8
Self-study Student’s Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-60883-1
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-60875-6
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-60876-3
Audio CDs (3) 978-0-521-60877-0
Workbook 978-0-521-60879-4
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-60878-7

New Insight into IELTS
Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

The bestselling Insight into IELTS has been thoroughly 
updated and now includes a wealth of fresh new 
material, and a new look! New Insight into IELTS
offers comprehensive preparation and practice for 
IELTS. By exploring the test paper by paper, and 
looking in detail at the task types candidates will 
meet, the course gradually builds up the skills, 
language and test techniques students need to 
approach IELTS with confidence. The course contains 
a detailed introduction to the test and a full answer 
key and is equally suitable for use in the classroom 
or at home.

The material is intended for use with students whose 
current level is around Band 6 and is suitable for both 
Academic and General Training candidates.

You’ll like Objective IELTS
because …

Teachers can …

• target areas most relevant to IELTS candidates 
with vocabulary and grammar practice in every 
unit and a separate ‘Grammar folder’.

• maintain students’ interest and give them 
a sense of meaningful progress through the 
variety of topics covered in the 20 units.

Students can …

• get thorough guidance and practice of every 
aspect of the test in the regular ‘Test folders’ 
and ‘Writing folders’.

• see how much they have achieved and where 
they need to improve in the regular Revision 
sections.

• get all the practice they need. The Workbook
offers additional ‘Writing workout’ sections, 
along with a complete IELTS Reading module 
and extra reading, writing, vocabulary and 
grammar practice.

You’ll like New Insight into 
IELTS because …

Teachers can …

• choose which part of the exam to focus on. The 
course is organised by paper meaning teachers 
can target areas their students need to work on.

• give students the most genuine exam practice 
available with an authentic IELTS practice test 
from Cambridge ESOL.

Students can …

• get systematic test preparation and practice 
through the regular test type exercises.

• use the exam overview on each IELTS paper and 
the test tips on each task type to prepare for 
the different parts of the exam.

• use the Workbook to identify common errors at 
IELTS and how to avoid them.

B2-C1
    

Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-68089-9
Student’s Book Audio CD 978-0-521-68092-9
Student’s Book Pack (Student’s Book 

with answers and Student’s Book Audio CD) 978-0-521-68095-0
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-68090-5
Workbook Audio CD 978-0-521-68094-3
Workbook Pack (Workbook with answers 

plus Workbook Audio CD) 978-0-521-68096-7

NEW
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Step Up to IELTS
A short IELTS course

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Step up to IELTS covers essential exam skills and 
language for IELTS in approximately sixty hours’ 
teaching time, and familiarises students quickly with 
the exam. The course covers both the Academic and 
the General Training modules.

Key features
• Provides students with exam tips and advice on 

how to maximise their band score in the exam.
• Builds exam skills gradually with shorter, 

achievable, exam-type tasks for practice and 
includes more challenging tasks at authentic test 
level.

• The pocket-sized Personal Study Book provides 
extra vocabulary, grammar, and writing practice 
based on the work covered in the Student’s 
Book.

• Test practice sections at the end of each unit 
together constitute a whole sample IELTS test.

B1-B2

Student’s Book 978-0-521-53297-6
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-53298-3
Personal Study Book 978-0-521-53299-0
Personal Study Book with answers 978-0-521-53300-3
Teacher’s Book 978-0-521-53301-0
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-53303-4
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-54470-2
Self-study Pack 978-0-521-53302-7

Action Plan for IELTS
A last-minute self-study plan

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Action Plan for IELTS is a short, self-study guide for 
students about to take the IELTS test. The book is 
organised by paper and examines each question type 
in detail. It gives students a last-minute action plan, 
providing examples, mini practice tasks and strategies 
to maximise their band score in the test. 

Action Plan for IELTS is available for both the 
Academic and the General Training module. The 
Academic module is suitable for students around 
Band 6+ and the General Training module for 
students around Band 5+.

Key features
• Covers each part of each paper, providing 

examples of typical test items and content.
• Contains a full answer key, with recording scripts 

and sample answers, which is ideal for students 
studying alone.

• Stand-alone modules give students the flexibility 
to target their individual problem areas first.

B1-C1

Academic Module
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-61530-3
Self-study Pack (Self-study Student’s Book 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-61527-3

General Training Module
Self-study Student’s Book 978-0-521-61531-0
Self-study Pack (Self-study Student’s Book 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-61528-0

Academic Module and General Training Module
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-61532-7
Audio CD 978-0-521-61533-4

Instant IELTS
Ready-to-use tasks and activities

Guy Brook-Hart
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

This photocopiable resource is packed with a range of 
ready-to-use IELTS exam practice activities. The lively 
discussions and role plays that accompany them turn 
each IELTS task-type into a stimulating lesson. The 
book is organised by paper type, giving teachers a 
flexible resource that they can tailor to their students’ 
specific needs.

Instant IELTS is a Cambridge Copy Collection title.

B2-C1

Book 978-0-521-75533-7
Audio Cassette 978-0-521-75535-1
Audio CD 978-0-521-75536-8
Book and Audio CD Pack 978-0-521-75534-4

Instant IELTS

Books displaying this symbol are informed 
by the Cambridge International Corpus – see 
inside back cover

103

g y
in your town or region? Explain in more detail what the
activities would consist of for a visitor.

go sightseeing
visit museums and art galleries
eat in good restaurants
go to the sea-side
enjoy the countryside or mountains
do adventure sports
visit a theme park
see animals in their natural habitat

2 Analysing the question
Read the following exam task and underline the key w
and phrases.  Then in pairs discuss the questions below
(You will not have to actually write the letter.)

An English-speaking friend wants to spend a two-
week holiday in your region and has written asking 
information and advice. Write a letter to your friend
In your letter:

offer to find somewhere to stay.
give advice about what to do.
give information about what clothes to bring.

Begin your letter as follows: ‘Dear ........... ,’
You should write at least 150 words.YY

a What details about your friend will you have to inve
before you answer the question?

b What place(s) to stay could you offer to find?
c How many pieces of advice about what to do shoul

give in your letter?
d What things should you consider when giving

information about what clothes to bring?
e Should you use contractions?
f Should you use formal, neutral, or colloquial language?

x p
phrase more than once. You needn’t use them all.

s because but if since so 
en where which who

.............
(2) ................

(3) ................

.........

......

(7) ................

(8) ................

(11) ................
......

GENERAL TRAINING WRITING TASK 1 Letter Giving Advice

From Instant IELTS by Guy Brook-Hart © Cambridge University Press 2004 PHOTOCOPIABLE

Self-study
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Cambridge IELTS
Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY

Cambridge Grammar for 
IELTS
Diana Hopkins with Pauline Cullen
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge Grammar for IELTS provides complete 
coverage of the grammar needed for the IELTS test, 
and develops listening skills at the same time.

It includes a wide range of IELTS tasks from the 
Academic and General Training Reading, Writing and 
Listening modules, and contains helpful grammar 
explanations and a grammar glossary.

B2
  

Student’s Book with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-60462-8
Student’s Book without answers 978-0-521-60463-5

Cambridge Vocabulary for 
IELTS
Pauline Cullen
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS covers all the 
vocabulary needed by students taking the IELTS test. 
It provides students with practice of exam tasks from 
each paper. It includes useful tips on how to approach 
exam tasks and covers especially tricky areas such as 
the language needed to describe data and processes. 
It is informed by the Cambridge International Corpus 
and the Cambridge Learner Corpus to ensure that 
the vocabulary is presented in genuine contexts and 
covers real learner errors.

B2
    

Edition with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-70975-0
Edition without answers 978-0-521-70976-7

Six books of practice tests are available for the IELTS 
test, and each title contains four complete practice 
tests for the IELTS Academic module, plus extra 
Reading and Writing papers for the General Training 
module. The books also include a comprehensive 
section of answers and tapescripts making them 
suitable for self-study.

A Self-study pack consisting of Student’s Book and 
Audio CDs is available for books 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Books are numbered to indicate how many are 
available. Numbers do not refer to levels.

B2-C2

Cambridge IELTS 1
Self-Study Student’s Book 978-0-521-49767-1
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-49766-4

Cambridge IELTS 2
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-77531-1
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-77530-4

Cambridge IELTS 3
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-01333-8
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-01335-2
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-01336-9
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CD) 978-0-521-01337-6

Cambridge IELTS 4
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-54462-7
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-54464-1
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-54465-8
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs) 978-0-521-54463-4

Cambridge IELTS 5
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-67701-1
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-67703-5
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-67704-2
Self-study Pack (Self-study Student’s Book 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-67702-8

Cambridge IELTS 6
Student’s Book with answers 978-0-521-69307-3
Audio CDs (2) 978-0-521-69310-3
Audio Cassettes (2) 978-0-521-69309-7
Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers 

and Audio CDs (2)) 978-0-521-69308-0

Cambridge Preparation for 
the TOEFL® Test
Fourth edition

Jolene Gear and Robert Gear
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of 
Cambridge Preparation for the TOEFL® Test is a 
comprehensive test preparation package for the 
TOEFL® iBT test that includes a free CD-ROM with 
seven practice tests in the back of the Student’s Book. 

An answer key in the back of the book provides 
explanations of correct and incorrect answers.

Books 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7: 
Official Examination Papers from 
Cambridge ESOL

Self-study Self-study

Self-study

You’ll like Cambridge 
Preparation for the TOEFL®

Test because …

Teachers can …

• identify their students’ strengths and 
weaknesses using the diagnostic test.

• use the seven practice tests on the 
accompanying CD-ROM to ensure that students 
are progressing through the course.

• be confident that students are prepared for the 
new internet-based exam, with the more than 
200 skill-building exercises included.

• teach students the test-taking strategies 
presented in the book to help students fulfil 
their potential in the TOEFL® test.

Students can … 

• prepare for the TOEFL® iBT test, which is 
administered exclusively online, using the 
accompanying CD-ROM.

• develop the reading, listening, speaking and 
writing skills they need to be successful on the 
TOEFL® iBT test. 

• check their progress throughout the course, 
using the mini-tests. 

• use the 'Building Supporting Skills' section 
to improve their grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and note-taking skills.

• learn test-taking strategies to be better 
prepared for the new TOEFL® iBT test.

  
Book with CD-ROM 978-0-521-75584-9
Audio Cassettes (8) 978-0-521-75586-3
Audio CDs (8) 978-0-521-75585-6
Student CD-ROM for Windows/Mac 978-0-521-75588-7
Book/CD-ROM/Audio CDs (8) Pack 978-0-521-75587-0
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